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Police prepare for overcrowding

Stadium updates to
enhance gameday
MACKENZIE HICKS

smhicks1@go.olemiss.edu

FILE PHOTO THOMAS GRANING

A University Police officer investigates a reported fight in the stands during the first half of Saturday’s game.

ANNA MCCOLLUM

aemccoll@go.olemiss.edu

This weekend’s football game
against the Alabama Crimson
Tide will bring in the largest
crowd Oxford has seen in years,
according to Oxford Chief of Police Joey East.
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium
holds over 60,000 people, nearly three times the population of
Oxford. This weekend, though,
will bring many more than that.
“I think there will be 80,000
people here because there will
probably be about 15,000 people that won’t even go to the
game,” East said. “They’re here
visiting. There won’t be enough
tickets.”
Alabama has a large fan base
that travels well, especially due
to Tuscaloosa’s relative proximity to Oxford and the caliber
of Alabama’s football program.
These factors coupled with the

atmosphere of the Grove and the
presence of College GameDay
should draw a huge crowd.
“It’s going to be pandemonium,” East said. “We’re expecting chaos.”
He’s not the only one. Students and the University Police Department are also doing
what they can to get ready for
the crowd, which is nothing new
to Director of University Police
and Campus Safety Calvin Sellers.
“We prepare year round,”
Sellers said. “We don’t ever quit
planning for football. We hire
extra police from other police
departments for every game.
Usually, we hire 60 to 80, depending on the game. For Alabama, 80.”
East said OPD has requested
horses for mounted patrol from
New Orleans and Memphis police departments to aid on the
Square and in the downtown

area this weekend. He said the
horses have proven to be effective in the past.
“We found out that works just
tremendously,” East said. “No
one really gets upset when the
horses come through, and they
move people really gently.”
Both Oxford and University
police departments will also be
getting help from Cobra Security to fill in where the police officers won’t have the man power
to be on patrol.
Police officers aren’t the only
ones putting extra effort into
getting ready for the Alabama
game. Fans will be making special preparations as well. Eric
Briscoe, a senior biochemistry
major from Como, Mississippi,
said that since fans will be arriving on campus as early as 5 a.m.
on Saturday morning, he’s taking extra measures to anticipate
the crowds.

SEE CROWDS PAGE 4

With the tough-fought win
over Memphis last Saturday, Oxford is abuzz with the excitement
that can only come with College
GameDay arriving in town along
with the Alabama Crimson Tide.
The Grove, the usual place-to-be
on any gameday, will be packed
with fans in navy and crimson,
and the athletics department is
hoping they all flow over to the
stadium for an experience equal
to the Grove.
“Bama will probably be the
biggest game in Oxford,” said
Michael Thompson Jr., senior
associate of communications and
marketing at the Ole Miss athletics department. “We’ll see what
we’re made of as far that gameday
experience goes. There’ll be a lot
of people here.”
Thompson and the athletics

department have been working
on adding new improvements to
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium to
make it a comparable experience
to the Grove and keep fans in
their seats for as long as possible.
“We want people to get to this
stadium before the game and be
there for pregame,” Thompson
said. “We want people to stay for
the whole game. That’s what having a home-field advantage is all
about. To have a home-field advantage, you have to have people
in the stands to create it.”
This is the fourth year in a row,
according to Thompson, that the
athletics department has published their survey results and
began implementing improvements to the stadium. The list of
things they’ve been able to do this
year is long, but Thompson said
they’ve really gotten feedback on
the main improvements, which

SEE STADIUM PAGE 6
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Don’t you (forget about Gaza)
ROBERT MCAULIFFE

remcauli@go.olemiss.edu

There’s a common human
tendency to look at official resolutions as a sign that we’re no
longer required to give any more
effort towards something.
“Racism is over,” many cry.
“We no longer have to think
about housing discrimination or
police brutality.”
“Gay marriage is legal. Why
hem and haw about hate crimes
and homeless youth and heteronormativity?”
I fear this is the attitude many
have taken towards the Israeli-Palestinian crisis.
Most are aware it is still ongoing. Indeed, many have written
it off as an “unsolvable” crisis,
doomed to perpetuate itself into
eternity.
Now that Israel’s U.S.-armed
bombardment of the 139 square
miles we call the Gaza Strip has
ended, the collective American consciousness has officially
“stopped caring.” It’s precisely
this attitude that allows Israel’s
occupation of the Palestinian
T H E D A I LY

MISSISSIPPIAN
The University of
Mississippi
S. Gale Denley Student
Media Center
201 Bishop Hall
Main Number:
662.915.5503
Email: dmeditor@gmail.
com
Hours: Monday-Friday,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

territories to continue.
“But, Robert,” you exclaim,
“I’m just a little US citizen. What
can I possibly do to affect this
situation?”
In fact, as a U.S. citizen, you
have far more power than you’d
think.
As it’s increasingly becoming
known, the United States is responsible for the lion’s share of
Israeli financial support. The
U.S. government awards Israel
over $2.5 billion in aid annually.
While in the past this has consisted of both economic and military aid, but recently, with the
hawkishness of the dominant
far-right Likud party in Israel,
this aid has shifted entirely to
the military. It is crucial, then,
to vote for politicians who do not
support the continued Israeli occupation of Palestine.
President Obama, with rhetorical support from current UN
ambassador Samantha Powers,
has only increased military aid
to Israel and became the first
president ever to broker a sale
of deadly bunker-buster bombs
to Israel. Hillary Clinton without

fail defends Israel’s every action,
including the 70 percent civilian
casualty rate of the 2014 bombardment and the Israeli shelling of a UN facility in Gaza. Support the Palestinian people by
refusing to vote for candidates
that will further this unconscionable support.
Even more vital, however, is
your support of the BDS movement.
The BDS movement (short for
Boycott, Divest and Sanctions)
is a large-scale global program
aimed at pressuring Israel to
cease its illegal occupation of
the Palestinian territories, guarantee equality for Arab-Israeli
citizens and recognize the right
of return for ethnically cleansed
Palestinian refugees. A simple
way to support this movement
is boycott Israeli exports such
as Sabra hummus, for example,
or SodaStream, a company that
actually violates international
law by having one of its factories
located in an illegal Israeli settlement. Motorola Solutions (a
split company from the Motorola that makes phones but which
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does produce consumer electronics like laptops and tablets)
is notorious for its contract to
provide the Israeli military with
technology.
Opposing these companies’
actions by refusing to purchase
their products is an excellent
way to decrease your complicity
in the oppression of the Palestinian people.
Academia plays a powerful
role in the BDS movement as
well.
The American Studies Association, as well as a group of 250
anthropologists, have banded
together to boycott all Israeli academic institutions.
Just because Israel isn’t killing Palestinians right this second doesn’t mean you can forget about the plight of the Gaza
Strip. Support the BDS movement. Put pressure on your professors and your administrators
to join in the academic boycott
of Israel.
Robert McAuliffe is an international studies major from St.
Louis.
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No contest

SIERRA MANNIE

ssmannie@go.olemiss.edu

Recently, Emma Watson
spoke before the Wizengamot
about feminism and her HeForShe campaign, and, naturally,
Taylor Swift swooped in with an
enthusiastic co-signing.
Personally, I’m not excited about Hermione Granger’s
most recent endeavors, not least
because of the Sadie Hawkins
Dance-esque HeForShe, but
also because of her criticism of
Beyoncé’s feminism, which she
implies is less valid than, say,
hers, because she claims Beyoncé is too concerned with the
male gaze.
Hating-ass antics that push
me to abandon feminism and
walk into womanism aside, the
conversation about coveting the
male gaze reminds me of other
women who get to call themselves feminists but don’t get
their beliefs called into question
because of their music — Taylor
Swift, for instance.
Though “You Belong With
Me” isn’t one of her most recent hits, it remains a “bona
fide” problematic hater anthem.
Strumming through the teardrops on her guitar, the speaker
in her song calls out to her best
friend/secret crush whose attentions are not focused on her
but instead, on another mystery
girl, whose mad style and athletic ability are a point of personal frustration throughout
the song.
Though unrequited love is
painful and the speaker’s judgment might be impaired due
to her suffering, the speaker

doesn’t give her attentive listeners any solid clues about why
she “deserves” her love interest
more than his current girlfriend
does. Reviews of the lyrics yield
inconclusive results:
“You’re on the phone with
your girlfriend / She’s upset /
She’s going off about something
that you said / ‘cuz she doesn’t
get your humor like I do.”
Don’t be an enabler, Tay. Who
knows what he might have said
that he deserved to be checked
for? Moving on:
“I’m in my room, it’s a typical
Tuesday night / I’m listening to
the kind of music she doesn’t
like.”
Lol. Onward:
“She wears short skirts — I
wear t-shirts!
She wears high heels — I wear
sneakers!
She’s cheer captain / I’m on
the bleachers dreaming ‘bout
the day / when you wake up and
find / that what you’re looking
for / has been here the whole
time!”
So, in short, mama is popping
with her look together and gets
to enjoy the spoils of those long
expensive hours spent at cheer
camp while you’re passive-aggressively hating from the outside of the club because you
couldn’t get in with her man.
Got it.
I suppose the purpose of
Swift’s pop/country diddy is to
shine light on “regular” girls,
the long-suffering ones who
might desire the attention and
affection of certain men but
make the mistake of comparing themselves unfavorably to

their lost beau’s new love when
things don’t work out.
The speaker unnecessarily
mentions her rival’s appearance and dramatizes her (stereotypically feminine) behavior
in the song as if the speaker resides in some sort of moral high
ground where wearing t-shirts
and sneakers makes you a more
appropriate first round pick in
the cuffing season drafts than
someone who might wear skirts
and heels.
Though some people are tragically mistaken about this fact,
all women are not in competiAP PHOTO MARK HUMPHREY
tion with one another.
The last contest I saw be- Taylor Swift appears at the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum in Nashville,
tween two women resulted in Tenn. Oct. 12, 2013
Serena Williams spanking the
US Open, and that was three Beyoncé’s — appearance, for- sneakers and t-shirts are a sign
get that all women have agency that a woman is undeserving
weeks ago.
The language that persists over their own bodies and sexu- of affection, and those who call
that women have to fight in or- alities, and that women can and themselves dedicated to the emder to ensnare the male gaze often do enjoy sexiness on their powerment of all women would
do well to remember that.
and are expected to resent other own terms.
High
heels
and
short
skirts
are
women who bae up before they
Sierra Mannie is an English
do is infuriatingly problematic. not the mark of a woman undemajor
from Canton.
serving
of
respect
any
more
than
Attention from men does not
validate the existence of women; we do not get XP for every
man who looks upon us favorably; there is no leveling up involved in having a boyfriend.
Internalized misogyny, however, guarantees a loss 100 percent of the time.
The speaker razes her “rival’s” “short” skirt, sniffs at her
“high” heels and of course, gains
and changes absolutely nothSick? Injured?
ing because of it. This behavior
isn’t unfamiliar speech to some
We’re here to help!
young women — say, Emma
Our emergency room trained staff is
Watson — who in their criticism equipped to handle your illnesses & injuries.
of certain other women’s — say,
Over 90% of all
You only pay a co-pay
when you visit!
Insurance Plans accepted!

No Appointment Needed
Walk-ins Welcome.

Open Every Day
8am-7pm

662.236.2232

The DM

1929 University Ave.
OxfordUrgentClinic.com

is recruiting
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UM among fastest growing public doctoral institutions
CLARA TURNAGE

scturna1@go.olemiss.edu

The University of Mississippi
was named among the fastest
growing public doctoral institutions in the nation as well as
being the “top fundraiser” and
having the largest endowment
in Mississippi.
The Chronicle of Higher Education released the Almanac of
Higher Education 2014 in August, recording The University
of Mississippi as the 13th fastest
growing public doctoral institution in the nation.
“Most schools across the country last year saw enrollment flat
or down,” said Tom Eppes, chief
communications officer at University Communications. “So,
for Ole Miss to be growing at the
rate that it’s growing is pretty
extraordinary.”
The Chronicle of Higher Education reported that the university’s enrollment increased 43.1
percent from 2002 to 2012.
Eppes stated that this increase
is impressive considering that
the projected high school graduate market peaked in 2010
and isn’t expected to grow until
2020.
“What that means is that
there’s going to be a bigger bat-

tle between universities for the
same sized pie,” Eppes said.
“Some people are going to grow
in that environment, and some
people are going to decline, but
it’s not going to be able to stay
the same. Not everyone’s going
to be able to grow.”
Eppes said if you look back for
a number of years at the quality
of professors and their training,
the great jobs people have gone
on to after graduating from this
university and a long history of
delivering that kind of education, this new ranking is a result
of the reputation the university
has built.
“I think rather than growth
affecting reputation, I think
the reputation is affecting the
growth,” Eppes said. “One of
the things we found in a national study that we did last year is
this university is thought of very
highly nationwide for academic
excellence.”
Eppes said even though this
growth is positive, as the student population rises, the opportunity for small, personal
classrooms decrease. Eppes explained that if the university allowed growth to get to the point
that it cannot produce the same
quality of education, it would be
sabotaging itself, and to place

a ceiling on the number of students admitted would damage
the revenue capability of the
university.

“The reason that we are popular with prospective students is
because the excellence is here.
The quality is here,” Eppes said.

GRAPHIC BY ALLI MOORE

Formerly, the majority of revenue for public state institutions
came from the state itself. For

SEE UNIVERSITIES PAGE 5

Kappa Kappa Gamma
proudly welcomes our new members

Emma Andrews
Caroline Bradner
Tori Butler
Madison Clarke
Anna Collins
Kristen Collins
Courtney Cone
Jocelyn Cropper
Peyton Curtis
Charlotte Delery
Annie Kinkead Dent
Hayley Dodson
Ana Dodys
Ashlyn Doss
Morgan Dyer
Bailey Ellis
Maddie Ewing
Shannon Farrell
Katelyn Fenner
Maddie Fields
Kendall Finger
Gabby Bechler
Bailey Ford
Katherine Fowlkes
Darby Frisbie
Krista Frontino
Claire Fulkerson

Sadie Gerlach
Nicole Glass
Ashley Glennon
Caroline Grassmuck
Hailey Grisham
Laine Guenther
Riley Guerena
Victoria Hudson
Mary Hall
Emory Hamblin
Allison Hanby
Mary Acomb
Cayla Hari
Mackenzie Haskins
Maddy Lewis
Ashley Hawkins
Lauren Heigle
Haley Henderson
Cassidy Henry
Ashley Hoffen
Elaine Howington
Jordan Hume
Gina Iozzo
Ally Jenkins
Israel King
Ivey King
Madison Klatt

Katie Lane
Mary Liz Lawhon
Abby Lawson
Jordan Lee
Ashley Lentzner
Hannah Sullivan
Taylor Lewis
Ellyn Livings
Abby Long
Savannah Maas
Morgan Marso
Peyton Martin
Sally McAllaster
Katy McAuley
Abbey McCrory
Ann Martel McPhaul
Anna Cate Miller
Nicole Montenegro
Mason Newkirk
Charley Ann Nix
Katie Noble
Page O'Connor
Lauren Obstarczyk
Forbes Owen
Savannah Palazzo
Margo Parish
Elizabeth Wilks Parry

Ansley Pavloff
Abby Peterson
Libby Phelan
Kat Pierson
Shelby Price
Peyton Puckett
Lexi Quay
Lauren Reckling
Faith Ricciardi
Celeste Ritchason
Samantha Rittendale
Haleigh Roberts
Taylor Robertson
Ann O'Neal Pevahouse
Anna Frances Robinson
Lauren Roche
Meg Rousseau
Emily Rusciano
Samantha Sales
Peyton Sams
Isabella Sanchez
Taylor Schiff
Taylor Scism
Keil Senter
Erika Simmonds
Paige Sitarz
Alli Smith

Blair Smith
Jordyn Smith
Katherine Smith
Kylie Smith
Allison Sprague
Victoria Stamp
Maddie Stanford
Rebecca Statler
Baleigh Stephens
Emily Tekell
Alex Thompson
Jackie Thompson
Katie Toole
Laura Viner
Callie Walker
Angelique Waller
Sydney Watson
Sarah Kay Waycaster
Hayden Wearren
Kennedy White
Seagren Wilson
Mary Katherine Withers
Elizabeth Wooten
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continued from page 4
Ole Miss, it was more than 50
percent of the revenue. That declined last year to being around
15 percent.
“Now, the greatest volume of
revenue we get to support the
university is coming from tuition. The only way to keep up
is to increase tuition or increase
the number of students who are
coming to the university. To try
to keep rates low, you have to
grow at a certain rate,” Eppes
said.
Eppes said the university has
done well in keeping tuition
down amidst funding and revenue changes.
“If you try to walk this very
fine line to balance quality and
price – which is what equals
value – we’re doing a pretty
good job,” Eppes said.
Also named in the Almanac
was the university’s status as
top fundraiser and holder of the
largest endowment in the state.
This funding, Eppes said, helps
to retain the professors that
make a difference and allow the
academic programs at the university to excel.
Supplementing salaries is
not the only function of donations, however. Katie Morrison,
communications specialist at
the UM Foundation, said private donors choose where their
money goes when they give to
the university.
Currently, 38 percent goes to
academic and program support,
20.4 percent goes to faculty
support, 4.4 percent goes to library support and 37.2 percent
to scholarship support. Morrison said donations for 2014
amounted to $118 million, a decrease from 2012’s donation of
$122.6 million.

30692

The National Association
of College and University and
Business Officers collected the
data used to determine the
university as having the largest endowment in Mississippi.
The university’s endowment
increased from 461,913 in 2012
to 520,216 for the 2013 fiscal
year. This was followed by Mississippi State University, which
topped at 394,925, and Millsaps
College at 110,456.
Eppes said this continuous
support results from the alumni and their commitment to the
university.
“One of the wonderful things
about universities like ours is
that we have a very loyal alumni
base,” Eppes said. “They leave
this place and love it so strongly
that when they get to the point
that they have the means to give
back, they’re doing it and on an
extraordinary level.”

CROWDS
continued from page 1
“This game will require a lot
more time,” Briscoe said. “I’ll
have to spend most of Friday
in the Grove just holding a spot
for my tent. Then Saturday, I’ll
leave the Grove early to line up
well before the stadium gates
open at 12:30.”
Sellers will also be on campus
Saturday, but he won’t be waiting around with a drink in his
hand.
“We know that with some
games we’re going to have a
larger crowd, and by virtue of
that, you’re just going to have
more problems,” Sellers said.
“And we know that Alabama is
going to bring a bunch of folks.
With more drinking, there are

NEWS | 3 OCTOBER 2014 | THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN | PAGE 5

more people fussing over seats.
There’s opportunity for different
fans to intermingle and argue
and fuss with a bigger crowd.”
“Bigger crowd” may be an understatement, though. Briscoe
said he’s been “Groving” for over
ten years now, and he thinks this
weekend’s crowd will compare
to the one at Eli Manning’s last
home game against LSU in November of 2003.
“It was the biggest Ole Miss
game I’ve ever been to,” he said.
“I think there will be as many
people here this weekend, or
more, because of GameDay. It’ll
be a similar atmosphere with a
better outcome, I hope.”
The outcome of the game will
have a significant effect, according to the chief of police.
“There will be a big crowd
that leaves; it just depends on
who wins the game,” East said.
“The good thing about Alabama,

though, is that it’s an early game,
so that should help us with traffic and getting people out. The
new roundabouts have worked
great, but the biggest issue we’re
having right now is with Jackson
Avenue and 278. People aren’t
utilizing the new Belk Boulevard
enough.”
But East said traffic leaving
Oxford won’t be the only thing
OPD has to worry about.
“We’ve had times with big
rivals where we had to shut
the Square almost completely
down, which means there’s no
drive-thru traffic,” he said. “We
have to monitor that because
there’s so many people walking
the streets there that it becomes
a public safety issue.”
According to East, though,
nothing is certain.
“We just don’t know. If Ole
Miss wins, it’s going to be big.”

20% OFF
MASSAGES

For Ole Miss Students, Faculty & Staff
Valid now through Saturday, October 11, 2014
Call 662.234.2445 or
Visit Us on Facebook
to Book Your Massage Today!
1529 University Avenue
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Vaught-Hemingway Statium is seen during a game last year.

Brian Parton won 4 tickets
to the Alabama game!

Ole Miss chemical engineering student Brian Parton won
four tickets to the Alabama game. And you can, too, just by
listening to Rebel Radio and reading the DM. Along with The
Retreat and Campus Creek, we’re giving away tickets to
every home football game this season.

Stay tuned to find out how YOU
can be our next winner!
Easy Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 10

SUDOKU©

Sudoku #8

8

5

6

4

9

1

3 7

1
2

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

EASY

8

© 2013 KrazyDad.com

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

5

7 3
5 3
8
3
7
4
1 8 2
6
8

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

2

1
8 5 9

8
9 2 5
4
7
4
9 3
5
4
6 1
7
7

KrazyDad runs on electrity and caffeine. Want to buy me a cup of coffee?
You can donate at http://krazydad.com
Or by mail: Krazydad, P.O. Box 303 Sun Valley, CA 91353 USA
Thank you for helping out!

7

6
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7

5

Puzzles by KrazyDad
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ly and some very specific things
like that,” Thompson said.
As great as the other improvements and the Wi-Fi seem, students haven’t seemed to really
notice a change.
Kate McDill, a senior majoring
in communication sciences and
disorders, said she hasn’t really
noticed anything different, especially in the student section.
“The Wi-Fi is still too slow to
compete,” McDill said. “I still
can’t post to social media and Instagram, so I haven’t noticed much
of a difference between this season and last season.”
Sarah Jackson, a senior majoring in music and political science,
agreed.
“I feel like a lot of students leave

7

THE
BIG DEAL

luxury introduced then taken
away isn’t fair.”
Thompson, however, is not
worried that students will react
negatively.
“For non-C Spire customers,
you’ll have plenty of people pay
the $4.99. It’s less than a Coke,”
Thompson said.
Thompson said the athletics
department is trying to create
different, fun things to encourage students to keep logging in
to the Wi-Fi, such as Instagram
hashtags and the new Rebel Rewards app that rewards the loyalty
of Rebel fans.
“We’re going to be doing some
things with that program that
helps us reward people for staying
the whole game, getting there ear-

Sudoku #8
7 5 9 4 6 2 3
6 4 3 1 7 8 9
2 1 8 5 9 3 4
8 7 1 6 2 4 5
9 2 4 7 3 5 8
5 3 6 8 1 9 7
3 9 7 2 4 6 1
1 8 2 9 5 7 6
5 3 8 1 2

the whole game for any cellphone
user with a different provider.
Caitlin Kennedy, a junior majoring in political science and
English, likes to use her phone
throughout the football game to
post photos of her and her friends,
but since she has a different service provider, she’s not looking
forward to having to use her data
plan instead of the Wi-Fi.
“They don’t charge for the Ole
Miss Wi-Fi found all over campus,” Kennedy said. “I think, especially as a student, to have that

6

he calls “fan favorites.”
Game play-by-play audio in restrooms and the 22 new points of
sale for concessions underneath
the west side have been two of the
top improvements.
“John Currence with City Grocery being over all of our concessions and catering has been massive,” Thompson said. “Giving
(fans) the things they really want,
like good food because they’ve
been in the Grove and they’ve had
great food, and so when they get
into the stadium, that needs to
continue.”
However, Thompson thinks
the Wi-Fi provided by C Spire
has been the biggest and best improvement.
“I think that the Wi-Fi is definitely a fan favorite. That in there
has been huge,” Thompson said.
C Spire provided free Wi-Fi for
all cellphone users for the first
two home games, but this weekend C Spire will charge $4.99 for

at halftime and don’t come back,”
Jackson said. “A lot of them want
to go to the Square or back to the
Grove.”
Thompson admitted the Grove
is one of the biggest struggles the
athletics department has to deal
with when trying to get fans to the
stadium and keep them there.
“We’ve found that when people
leave the game, they’re not leaving to go home. They’re going to
the Grove,” Thompson said. “And
when they’re not coming in early, it’s not like they got to campus
late. They’re at the Grove.”
Thompson, however, understands the stadium will never
have a better experience than
the Grove, so it’s not his goal for
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
“The Grove is one of those
things where it is the greatest asset in the world,” Thompson said.
“There’s nothing like it in the
whole world. We’ll never deliver
the same experience, but we try to
deliver a comparable one.”
Thompson thinks this goal will
be better realized next year when
the newest improvements are unveiled.
“We have some great ideas for
next year that are going to be awesome,” he said. “They just haven’t
been made public.”

4
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Poll results: Ole Miss vs. Alabama
What time will you be
preparing to arrive at the
Grove on Saturday morning?

Who do you think will
win the Ole Miss v.
Alabama game?

Roll into the Grove
late (after 8)
20%

Who do you think the
celebrity guest picker
will be?

Archie Manning
37%

7am when the
shuttles start
rollin’
29%

6 a.m. sharp when
College Gameday’s
“The Pit” opens
29%

Ole Miss
53%

Alabama
29%

Other
20%

Early Bird Special
(before 3 a.m.)
12%

Between 3 a.m.
and 5 a.m.
10%

Shepard Smith
30%

Leigh Anne Touhy
7%

Cooper Manning.
6%

Sean Touhy
1%

GRAPHIC BY ALLI MOORE

Alpha Delta Pi

would like to welcome the 167 new members of our Fall Alpha class!
Alexander, Maddy
Antonacci, Ariana
Baker, Cailyn
Bandy, Anders
Barlowe, Charlotte
Baugh, Garland
Beauford, Chelsea
Beerbower, Madison
Bell, Katherine
Bentzen, Ariana
Bergin, Ryann
Bettis, Sarah Beth
Beyrer, Alexis
Bierdz, Alaina
Bloskas, Paige
Bolling, Emily
Boman, Mackenzie
Bourdon, Paige
Brackney, Rylie
Bradford, Merrick
Bradley, Madison
Briggs, Erin
Brockway, Maddie
Bruner, Emily
Burnette, Peyton
Burton, Dakota
Canup Chelsea
Caputo, Marissa
Carden, Mills

Carleton, Hali
Carpenter, Kristin
Chambers, Maggie
Chawla, Sahiba
Clarke, Lily
Clock, Cara
Cloud, Lexi
Connor, Hailey
Courville, Kylie
Crabtree, Olivia
Crayon, Kali
Crimm, Rikki
Cruces, Breanna
Cudd, Meredith
Davis, Bobbie Jo
Davis, Lauralee
Dawson, Alex
Deane, Riley
Depperman, Bridget
Dieffenbach, Janie
Dinsmore, Darbianna
Donovan, Kelsey
Dressler, Jessi
Etheredge, Shannon
Eubanks, Olivia
Faasch, Mariella
Fazio, Allison
Flynn, Liz
Ford, Miriam

Forsythe, Lauren
French, Regan
Fulton, Blake
Geoffrion, Cali
George, Tayler
Glover, Dannah
Green, Sydney
Gurley, Carlee
Halpin, Mary Kate
Handy, Tessa
Hannon, Kennedy
Harper, Stacia
Hart, Hannah
Hayman, Danielle
Haynes, Madison
Hennis, Mackenzie
Herrington, Leah
Hirsch, Anastasia
Hopper, Rachel
Hughes, Kennedy
Jones, Merrill
Kazerooni, Madison
Kintz, Rachel
Knef, Annabelle
Lafferty, Abby
Lawrence, Hannah
Leavitt, Alden
Leidt, Allie
Locke, Daniella

Long , Carmen
Lowery, Taylor
Madary, Victoria
Madden, Amelia
McCoy, Katie
McCoy, Natalie
McDonnell, Coco
Miles, Julia
Miller, Ashley
Miller, Mackenzie
Miller, Mae
Miller, Sophie
Miller, Tori
Mohr, Cassandra
Moyers, Helen
Munday, Justine
Murray, Katie
O’Brian, Sarah
Palombi, Emily
Panter, Sydney
Pareek, Anisha
Pas, Jordan
Patrick, Jayna
Patterson, Sydney
Patti, Karen Anne
Perkins, Olivia
Piotter, Clare
Polhill, Lizzy
Porcheddu, Sara

Prokop, Emma
Pruitt, Emily
Purdy, Lexee
Reames, Becca
Redfern, Kaysey
Reilly, Mary Jane
Reiss, Allie
Rey, Brittney
Rhoda, Autumn
Richardson, Anna
Richterkessing, Maddie
Rick, Christine
Roberts, Allison
Roberts, Mariah
Robinson, Allari
Rolband, Rachel
Rose, Morgan
Sahoo, Kajal
Sanchez, Yaya
Schroder, Sydney
Schwing, Marie
Shaner, Katelyn
Shannon, Caitlin
Shannon, Danielle
Skipper, Katie
Smith, Bailey
Smith, Katie
Snodgrass, Libby
Sojourner, Hannah

Sprinkle, Libba
Stambaugh, Christina
Stanard, Sydney
Steib, Sydney
Stewart, Madison
Stone, Allie
Stumpf, Alexandra
Sullivan, Megan
Swafford, Julia
Thomas, Raegan
Tilden, Paige
Troike, Marin
Tucker, Meg
Turner, Reagan
Walker, Sailer
Wallace, Katelin
Waxman, Alexis
Wilson, Morgan
Winfree, Sara
Wood, Tori
Wright, Caroline
Yarbrough, Remi

Welcome to the First. Finest. Forever since 1851
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Oxford homeowners rent homes for game weekends
KYLIE MCFADDEN

kemcfadd@go.olemiss.edu

With hotels in and around Oxford selling out for home football
games weeks—and often months
in advance – many residents of
Oxford have taken to renting
their homes to weekend visitors
in town for football games.
The price of weekend rentals
can vary from a few hundred to
thousands of dollars for Friday
through Sunday, depending on
the size of the home and its proximity to campus and the Square.
Kay Hightower, owner of
Hightower Property Management LLC, an Oxford weekend
rental company, said there is a
vast range in prices for rentals.
“With my listings, the big SEC
games can rent from $400 for a
Friday to Sunday for a small pool
house to $3,750 for an estate
home or a house between campus and the Square,” Hightower
said.
The Rebels’ opponent of the
week also plays a major factor in
pricing.
“The SEC games always bring

Senior Jordan Harris prepares her home Thursday for renters for the Alabama vs. Ole Miss game.
in the most money,” said Oxford
resident Mary Beth Smith, who
has been renting her home for
around six years.
A notable exception from the
high-demand SEC game norm
is the Mississippi State game
weekend, which falls on Thanksgiving weekend.
“I’ve always chalked it up to
the holiday weekend and families wanting to be together at

Spaces Available
Contact Us Today!
Amenities:

• Swimming Pool
• Hot Tub
• Sunbathing Deck
• Volleyball Court
• Basketball Court
• 20 ft Outdoor Theatre
• Yoga Room
• Steam Room

• Sauna
• Tanning Salon
• Fitness Center
• Private Study
Rooms
• Computer Labs
• Conference Room
• Fully Furnished

home rather than spending a
week out of town,” Hightower
said.
Despite this, she said the demand for houses for the Mississippi State game is higher than
she’s ever had.
A primary concern for homeowners is physical preparation
for visitors. Preparing for renters often involves making sure
one’s house is in good condition,
which can end up being a lot of
work, according to Hightower.
Jennifer Henry, an Oxford
resident and third year renter,
said her family’s preparation
for renters involves making sure
their house looks its best.

PHOTO BY PAYTON TEFFNER

“I make sure we have fresh
towels, make sure the yard is
nice and clean and in tip-top
shape,” Henry said. “I just want
renters to feel at home.”
Beth Fitts, who has also been
renting her home for three years,
said the experience has always
been a pleasant one.
“You meet some really nice
people, and I’ve never found
that anyone has been rude or
disrespectful to my house or my
belongings,” Fitts said. “I think
in renting our homes, we get a
chance to show hospitality to
people from other places. I think
it’s a great way to show that Oxford is a welcoming town, to Ole

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in
session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

662.234.2833

HubAtOxford.com

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

Miss fans and to visitors.”
As positive an experience it
can be, there will always be a
handful of rowdy renters that
can cause major damage, as
Smith has witnessed after one
weekend’s rental.
“When I pulled into my driveway, I noticed tire tracks in my
yard around the trampoline,
the water hose out by the trampoline and tons of beer cans all
around,” she said. “For the most
part, everyone is very respectful
of my home and our things.”
Hightower Property Management LLC’s rental agreement
contains a damages clause, requiring renters to pay for any intentional or accidental damages.
However, Hightower said there
have only been a handful of incidents resulting in damages.
“I make every effort to get to
know something about the renters and engage with them,” she
said. “I believe that the personal
contact creates an atmosphere
of accountability. Plus, the overwhelming majority of renters
are just folks like us who want
to come enjoy the weekend and
need a place to stay.”
There are several rental companies throughout Oxford that
are primarily active throughout
football season and in the spring
before graduation.

HOMES FOR SALE
111 GARDEN TERRACE BY OWNER
$147,500, appraised at $172,500. Close
to campus. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, den, fireplace, enclosed garage, fenced. All appliances. (901)491-1049

CONDO FOR RENT
TURNBERRY CONDO 1 BR for Male
in a 3 BR condo. Gated/ Pool. $350 +
share of utilities. (901)262-1855

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Coming to Oxford for a weekend? Check with Kay before you call a hotel! www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

SEASONAL

The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

JO’S COSTUME SHOP Adult costume
rentals. Open 9-4 Monday through Friday. www.freewebs.com/jcostumes
2526 East University Avenue (662)2348826

201 BISHOP HALL • 662.915.5503
30667

THE OLE MISS 2014-2015 YEARBOOK

CLASS PORTRAITS

9:30am - 4:45pm
in the Union

P H O T O S W I L L B E T A K E N O C T. 1 3 - 2 4

OCT.

13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 23, 24
Room 412
17, 21, 22
Lobby

SENIORS:
need to schedule a senior portrait appointment at www.ouryear.
com. School code: 141 or call 1-800-OUR-YEAR (1-800-687-9327).
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS:
do not schedule appointments; just show up and your photo will
be taken on a walk-in basis.
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Gameday
best

COURTESY CADY HERRING | CICADA

ALEXANDRA PRESLEY
aspresle@go.olemiss.edu

It is no secret that Ole Miss students take
dressing very seriously. It is one of the things I
love most about the culture here. Every gameday,
women put on their best red or blue dresses and
brave wearing teetering heels for hours on end,
and the men jaunt about in their gameday best.
This weekend will be one for the books as we
host Alabama, and ESPN’s College GameDay has
chosen to broadcast this game.
If you ever wanted to put your best foot forward, this is the weekend to do so. Everyone will
be out, and everyone will be watching. This is the
perfect chance to make a statement and put in
motion some of the season’s standout trends.
The color to wear is blue.
Being the habitual planner that I am, I started planning my gameday outfits back during
the summer. I happened to pick up a Diane Von
Furstenburg blue and black geometric print
body-con dress. I almost bought the dress at Village Tailor last football season, but the frugal side
of me would not allow it. However, to my good
fortune, I snagged it at a sample sale on 5th Avenue. Good things do come to those who wait.
The fact that it is out of season would concern
some; to me, it is irrelevant and passé to even

care. I am excited to put it on for the first time
this weekend. As of now, the forecast is projecting the high to be 67 degrees, which may give me
a chance to style it with my Burberry zippered
trench.
Cicada, a favorite store of mine on the Square,
was gracious enough to let me come in and style
some fabulous gameday looks Thursday. Cicada
has all the essentials to put together looks based
on what I saw on the runways from the Fall 2015
season.
One can go for a variety of looks on gameday,
all depending on your own personal style.
In fashion, there is never just one correct answer. The key is to have fun with it and do not
stop until you feel you are at your best.
It is perfectly wonderful to wear a top with a
pair of well-tailored jeans. I put together a Parker blue cheetah-print blouse with a pair of flared
jeans. I was delighted to see these in stock. While
the skinny jean is a cult favorite and always a
practical piece, I have missed the flared style that
has seemed to be less in the spotlight lately. To
be honest, it is something that is not really being
done at all right now. As the saying goes, history
repeats itself, and I can guarantee you that in a
season or two, we will be seeing these everywhere
once again. The flattering affect of the bell-bot-

toms creates a great hip-to-waist ratio, and what
woman doesn’t want that?
Another popular option for gameday is, of
course, a dress from the plethora of options. I am
a huge advocate of the dress simply because of
the comfort level and ease of styling that comes
with wearing one. I fell in love with a long-sleeved
black Parker dress that has red and blue flower
printing a week or so ago online. Needless to say,
I was delighted to see it in person at Cicada. I am
not always a fan of prints, but the color scheme
and artfully cut back of the dress make it undeniable.
I also thought to incorporate what is one of the
most notable trends seen on the runways.
While going through my gargantuan Vogue
Collections book for Fall 2015, it seemed every
designer showcased fur somehow. If you are not
a fan of the real thing, faux is always another marvelous option, usually for a fraction of the cost.
Some of my favorites, such as Gucci, Dior and
Dries Van Noten took advantage of designing for
the colder climate months and really put fur to
use to accentuate many looks in their shows.
Take full advantage of this exciting weekend to
have fun, make memories and make a statement
about yourself.
Hotty Toddy!

Vest: Twelfth Street by Cynthia Vincent, Dresses: Parker, Boots: Rag & Bone , Bag: Rebecca Minkoff
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A letter from Ross Bjork

Dear Rebel Nation

T

he players, Coach
Freeze and his staff
are “All In” and have
Ole Miss Football off to its best
start since 1970. We have a huge
weekend approaching as we
host Alabama Saturday at 2:30
p.m., and I have two things to
relay about the importance of
this weekend at Ole Miss.
First, this is a historic weekend as we host ESPN’s College
GameDay’s first ever broadcast
from The Grove this Saturday
morning. What an incredible
opportunity to showcase the
greatest gameday experience
in all of sports on the Worldwide Leader in Sports, ESPN.
The exposure from College
GameDay’s visit will be extraordinary, and we encourage Rebel
Nation to welcome ESPN with
the world-renowned hospitality that Ole Miss is known for.
Please don’t forget the national
spotlight on Ole Miss will require greater responsibility on
the part of our fans.
Second, Rebel Nation, and especially students, we need your

Athletics Director Ross Bjork congratulates players after last week’s game against Memphis.

FILE PHOTO THOMAS GRANING

help. With only seven games
at home, it’s critical that we,
as fans, capitalize on being at
home by providing our coaches
and student-athletes with the
most competitive home field
advantage in college football.
How do we create it?
It’s simple – loud, continuous
noise when the Landshark Defense is on the field. When our
opponent has the ball, we’re
asking that you stand up and
make Vaught-Hemingway the
loudest stadium in the SEC.
Let’s continue to honor the spirit of Chucky Mullins and “Never
Quit” when our defense is on
the field.
Ole Miss students, you are
the nucleus of atmosphere in
Vaught-Hemingway – please
help lead the way for the rest of
the stadium.
Can’t wait to Lock the Vaught
with you! Hotty Toddy!

Ross Bjork

Athletics Director

M-Club Homecoming Court
M-Club nomination forms are available
at the following locations:
Gillom Sports Center, FedEx Student-Athlete Success Center,
Main Athletics Administration Building, and online at
olemisssports.com.

Completed forms are due
Friday, October 3rd by 4:00 p.m.
in theFedEx Student-Athlete Success Center
in the designated box.
M-Club voting will take place Monday, October 6th
For questions, please call 662-915-1745 or via email jnsaxon@olemiss.edu
30707

Read the DM.

Share the DM.

Recycle the DM.

• REduce
• REuse
• REcycle
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‘Who the hell are we?’

FILE PHOTO CADY HERRING

Ole Miss fans cheer the Hotty Toddy before the start of the Memphis game last week.

EMMIE HARMON

eeharmon@go.olemiss.edu

Hotty Toddy, Gosh Almighty! An Ole Miss gameday
in the Grove is upon us.
The women will be beautiful in red and blue head to toe,
the men will be dapper in their
blazers and bow ties, the tents
will be luxurious, the tailgating
food will make mouths water,
and the Rebels will cause Ole
Miss students, faculty and fans
to go wild.
On this particular Saturday,
College GameDay is gracing
the Grove, and the Walk of
Champions will be packed with
fans and foes making their way
toward the stadium. Of course,
when Rebel Nation is supporting their team, the “Hotty Toddy” chant must be shouted and
heard by all.
But what started the historic
chant?
As with every good mystery, many rumors are told
and believed to be true. In the
past, Ole Miss fans and students may have said “Heighty
Teighty” to cheer on their team
and lead them to victory or to
greet each other when they
recognized their mutual love
for the Ole Miss Rebels. According to AL.com and writer
Cheryl Wray, the famous chant
was first noted in the school’s

newspaper in 1926 written as
“Heighty Tighty” with different wording but ultimately the
same rhythmic cheer. Along
with this derivation, Wray also
mentioned an alcoholic drink
called the “Hot Toddy” and
describes the student body as
people that would appreciate
a chant referencing a drink enjoyed by all.
“As an EDHE 105 instructor,
we actually review several different possibilities as to where
the ‘Hotty Toddy’ cheer might
have originated in one of our
chapters based on history and
traditions,” said Jenna Artz,
academic advisor and EDHE
105 professor. “Chapter 13, in
The Ole Miss Experience textbook, notes three probable
ways that ‘Hotty Toddy’ began.
Number one, an Ole Miss music professor named Arleen Tye
wrote a spirited song in 1931
with similar lines; number two,
an Ole Miss historian named
Gerald W. Walton proposed
there might be a potential connection to a WWII cheer and
number three, Virginia Tech’s
Regimental Band—called the
Highty-Tighties
in
1919—
cheered a chant to be extremely similar— quite possibly the
most logical linking to our
‘Hotty Toddy.’”
“Hotty Toddy” is recognized
by those affiliated with Ole

Miss as a greeting that shows
allegiance and affection to the
school, the team and the overall experience that sums up the
spirit of Ole Miss.
“I think we like the fact that
it is tradition; ‘Hotty Toddy’ is
not a new thing that somebody
came up with a year ago. My
parents, grandparents, aunts,
uncles all went to Ole Miss,
and they’ve been saying ‘Hotty Toddy’ since they were in
school. It’s just a way to associate with the school,” said Blair
Jackson, an integrated marketing communications graduate
student.
The Hotty Toddy cheer has
come to represent more than
a rallying cry for the flagship
university. It can now unite
people who have graduated
or just support Ole Miss from
afar, Artz said.
“When you see someone
while you’re out of town with
an Ole Miss t-shirt on, you
can’t help but say ‘Hotty Toddy.’ You instantly have something in common with a stranger,” Artz said. “It’s reasons like
this as to why I think the ‘Hotty Toddy’ cheer has been kept
alive throughout the years.”
“Heighty Teighty” turned
into “Hotty Toddy,” and isn’t
just a greeting anymore or a
cheer related to some kind of
drink — it is a chant that brings

Beat Bama Sale!

people together.
“Well, when I think of ‘Hotty Toddy,’ I think that ‘Hotty
Toddy’ means respect,” said
Terrius Harris, a sophomore
marketing and corporate relations, international relations
and French triple major. “So,
every time I yell ‘Hotty Toddy,’ it’s like you are instantly
becoming a part of my family.
You’re becoming a part of the
Ole Miss family.”
Artz also said the chant was a
unifying factor for the university.
“To me, saying or cheering
‘Hotty Toddy’ means I am a
member of the Ole Miss family,” Artz said. “‘Hotty Toddy’
brings forth a sense of community. We are all united with
one common goal — having the
utmost spirit for our institution. This cheer gets our hearts
racing and sends our energy
through the roof.”
Not only does “Hotty Toddy”
allow people to come together
as a family, but it is also a ubiquitous symbol of Ole Miss.
“I think that it’s important because it’s ours, and it’s
unique,” former Dean of Stu-

dents Sparky Reardon said.
“It’s much more cerebral than
ringing a cowbell or saying
something inane like ‘Roll
Tide,’ ‘War Eagle’ or ‘Sooie
Pig.’”
To others not associated
with Ole Miss, the beloved
“Hotty Toddy” chant may seem
strange, but for a true Rebel, it
is said with pride, valuing what
it means to be a part of the Ole
Miss tradition.
“It is like a secret language,”
said Chris Covey, who has a
new, revamped “Hotty Toddy”
song available on iTunes. “It
gets everybody pumped up,
and every time someone asks
‘Are You Ready?’ everybody
that loves Ole Miss is going to
respond with the cheer.”
“It is student led, student
perpetuated, and it brings the
community together as one,”
said Brandi Hephner LeBanc,
vice chancellor of student affairs.
Ole Miss fans have a deep appreciation for their Rebels, and
when asked, “Are You Ready?”
everyone will know what Rebel
Nation is, and what it means to
be part of this family.

FridaySunday

Shoes, Boots, & Handbags
Buy One
Get One

50% OFF

Some Exclusions

138 Courthouse Square • 662.234.0059
Monday- Thursday 10:00-5:30
Friday-Saturday 10:00-6:00
www.myfavoriteshoesonline.com
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Predictions from opposing sports editors: Alabama

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION CADY HERRING

KELLY WARD

klward4@crimson.ua.edu

Take it all in.
You have the chance to watch
two of the top 15 teams in the
country battle it out to remain
undefeated in what could be
(and probably is) the best conference in college football.
Wake up early and go to the set
of GameDay.
Take it all in.
When the game starts, it’s all
up for grabs. Take that literally,
too.
Blake Sims has thrown two
interceptions. Ole Miss’s defense has nine interceptions,
tied for second in FBS play. Alabama’s defense only had two
interceptions, both coming off
Florida, but Bo Wallace has
thrown six this season.
In a fight between SEC West
heavyweights, turnovers will
happen. Both defenses are too
talented to miss opportunities.
They will create them, too. As
cliché as it sounds, the offense
that can buckle down and minimize mistakes will come out on

top.
It will be tough. Playoff hopes
are on the line. Chances are no
team makes it out of this division undefeated, but a loss early could spell trouble.
Neither teams’ schedule gets
any easier with Texas A&M,
Auburn, Mississippi State, LSU
and even Arkansas in the mix.
There are no off weeks in this
league.
But there are off weeks in the
schedule. Alabama had an extra
week after taking down Florida
42-21 to prepare. What that
means is a rested team. Sims’
shoulder has had a chance to
heal up.
To what extent? That’s a
question for Saturday.
The win over Memphis didn’t
look too good for Ole Miss, and
that showed in the polls. What
could’ve been a top-10 matchup
turned into two top 15 teams.
It will be interesting to see if
Ole Miss can keep Sims in the
pocket and the ball away from
Amari Cooper. That’s not to
say Alabama doesn’t have other options, but Cooper isn’t in
Heisman talks for no reason.
Wallace is a bit of a wildcard.
He’s the Tony Romo of the SEC

West. That’s not meant as an
insult. When he’s on, he’s effective and difficult to stop.
His potential is sky high, but
whether he can reach it is another matter entirely. When
he’s off, he throws multiple
picks in a game.
Laquon Treadwell could be
difficult for Alabama to stop
along with the tempo of the offense. The Crimson Tide’s secondary has been inconsistent
and plagued by injuries early.
Still, Landon Collins is dangerous.
Both teams can match up
against the other. This will
most likely be a battle of attrition. One team has to outlast
the other.
Who will?
We’ll find out Saturday.

ALABAMA 31, OLE MISS 28
THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
DYLAN RUBINO

thedmsports@gmail.com

This is the game Rebel Nation
marked on their calendars since

the schedule came out.
The opportunity to take down
the gold standard of the Southeastern Conference.
A win over third-ranked Alabama could propel the Rebels
into the top five in the rankings
and put Ole Miss in national
championship contention.
As of right now, Alabama is
a seven-point favorite against
Ole Miss and deservingly so.
The Crimson Tide boast a balanced attack on offense with a
strong running game by playing
three running backs, a senior at
quarterback and the best wide
receiver in the country in Amari
Cooper.
The defense is not your typical Alabama defense of years
past. The secondary has suffered from injuries, but the front
seven is stout. The Crimson Tide
defense averages 14 points allowed, including only two interceptions total.
With the addition of Lane Kiffin as offensive coordinator, senior quarterback Blake Sims did
something against Florida that
previous starter AJ McCarron
never did: throw for over 400
yards in a game.
Kiffin likes to use a vertical
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passing game to gain big chunks
of yards, and it has paid off for
Sims in his first season as a
starter.
The Crimson Tide struggled in
their season opener against West
Virginia, winning 33-23 and giving up almost 400 yards of total
offense. Maybe the Mountaineers have the blueprint to defeat
Alabama, or maybe Auburn had
it last season.
Alabama head coach Nick Saban said that Ole Miss will be
his toughest game of the season
so far. As of right now, it will be
Ole Miss’ toughest game of the
season by far.
The good Bo Wallace needs
to show up Saturday afternoon.
One turnover or interception
could spell doom early on. A
perfect game is not only needed from Bo Wallace, but the
defense needs to play lights out
like they did against Memphis in
order to have a chance.
While the Rebels will put up
a fight, too much is being asked
for Hugh Freeze’s squad to pull
off the upset at home. Alabama
has too much depth and talent
for the Rebels.
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Alabama players to watch
CODY THOMASON

csthoma1@go.olemiss.edu

Everyone knows Alabama is an
extremely talented team. Ranked
as the number three team in the
country with a 4-0 record, the
Crimson Tide has an extremely
deep team with stars at multiple
positions. Here are the Alabama
players you need to know for the
game Saturday.
The best place to start is with
senior quarterback Blake Sims.
Sims is in his first year as a
starter and is off to a great start
so far. Sims differs from the recent string of Alabama quarterbacks in that he can scramble as
well as beat you through the air.
Through four games, Sims has
completed 71 of his 97 passes for
1091 yards and eight touchdowns
with only two interceptions. He’s
also run for 141 yards and two
touchdowns on 22 carries.
Sims’s biggest target is star
wide receiver Amari Cooper.
Cooper, who’s a junior this year,
has been playing about as good
as anyone in the nation with a
stat line of 43 catches for 655
yards and 5 touchdowns. Cooper
is the complete package with solid height at six-foot-one, dynamic speed and great hands. Expect
him to be a very difficult matchup for any Rebel cornerback.
The other aspect of Alabama’s
offense is the run game, where
they are as deep as possibly any
team in the country with a formidable running back trio of T.J.
Yeldon, Derrick Henry and Kenyan Drake. Yeldon, a junior, is
the starter. After rushing for over
1,200 yards and 14 touchdowns
last year, Yeldon is off to another good start with 284 yards and
two touchdowns on 57 carries.
Listed at six-foot-two and 221
pounds, Yeldon has the power to
run between the tackles and the
speed to bust off long runs.
However, Yeldon has some
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TOP: Alabama quarterback Blake Sims, left, scrambles for yardage around Florida defensive lineman Joey Ivie in a game against
Florida this year. BOTTOM: Linebacker Keith Lewis dives after Alabama receiver Amari Cooper during the game last year.

major competition with sophomore Derrick Henry. Despite
getting four fewer carries than
Yeldon, Henry has 36 more yards
than him as well as the same
number of touchdowns. Henry
is an imposing figure at six-foottwo and 241 pounds and uses his
size to punish defenders with his
bruising running style. Henry is
also very fast for his size, making
him a true back.
Rounding out the running
backs is junior Kenyan Drake.
Drake is smaller than the other
two backs at six-foot-one and
202 pounds but is an explosive
player with a nose for the end
zone. So far, Drake has 112 yards
on 22 carries on the year along
with four rushing touchdowns.
Equally impressive is his 149 receiving yards and two receiving
touchdowns.
One of the biggest contributors
to Alabama is senior Christion
Jones. Jones’ biggest asset is his
game-breaking speed, which he
uses at wide receiver and as the
Tide’s primary returner. Jones
has four return touchdowns in
his career in addition to six receiving touchdowns and is a
threat to score every time he
touches the ball.
Defensively, one of the Tide’s
best players is safety Landon
Collins. A returning starter, Collins is now a junior and is playing better than ever. The speedy
safety is leading Alabama in
tackles with 32, in pass deflections with three and tied for the
lead in interceptions with one.
Alabama’s secondary looks a bit
weaker than it has in years past,
so having a star safety like Collins is crucial for their pass defense.
Definitely keep an eye on these
players throughout the game as
Ole Miss’s ability to keep them in
check could very well decide the
game.
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Offensive line faces big challenge against Alabama
CODY THOMASON

csthoma1@go.olemiss.edu

The Rebel offensive line will
face a huge challenge Saturday
when it goes up against Nick
Saban and Kirby Smart’s famed
3-4 defense.
“They’re a really good team,
and we’re gonna have to play really good to run the ball,” offensive line coach and co-offensive
coordinator Matt Luke said.
Luke also said Alabama was
able to disguise their blitzes and
rush the passer well.
The offensive line has had
its fair share of struggles the
whole year, especially in the run
game. Last week against Memphis, however, the offensive line
looked like it had made some
strides with the Ole Miss offense
picking up 178 yards with an
average of 4.2 yards per carry.
Luke attributed a lot of this to
the line’s chemistry improving.
“I think we have improved
week to week; last week, we
played our best game,” Luke
said. “So, I think as we’re moving forward, we’ll just try to
keep getting better each week.”
Sophomore Laremy Tunsil
and junior Aaron Morris agreed.
“I feel like we are together as a
unit, but we just have to work on
our run game and pass blocking

a little bit more,” Tunsil said.
“I feel like we’re coming together better; none of us have
really played beside each other,
so it was different,” Morris said.
Another thing that’s been
helping the line improve is Morris’s recovery from tearing his
ACL last season. Morris said
he’s felt rusty physically and
mentally so far this season after
not playing for most of last season.
“Coming off an ACL surgery, a
lot of it is mental,” Morris said.
“You don’t want to hurt yourself
again, so you back off of stuff,
but you really just have to play
through it.”
“I think I’ve done OK, but I’ve
still got a lot more that I can do,”
Morris said of his performance
thus far. “I can play a lot better. I
think that was just me knocking
the rust off. I feel like I’m going
to play a lot better for the rest of
the season.”
Freeze also saw improvement
in Morris but noticed he still
needs some recovery time.
“He’s gotten better. He’s not
where he needs to be yet; he’s
dealing with a little ankle injury
this week that’s slowed down his
preparation a little bit,” Freeze
said. “I know that he’s improving, but I don’t think he’s quite

The offensive line is seen during practice this week.
back to where he was yet, but, as
the year goes on, I expect him to
improve.”
Luke thought that Morris
played great last week and looks
forward to him and other members of the line continuing to
improve.
“Aaron Morris graded out really high this week and played

really well along with Laremy.
I was pleased that (Robert) Conyers and Fahn (Cooper) played
a little bit better,” Luke said.
“So, I was pleased with those
guys, but now, we’re stepping in
to the meat of our season, and I
want to see those guys continue
to improve and to be better as
the season goes on.”

PHOTO BY THOMAS GRANING

Luke felt that there were a
couple of key areas the line
needed to work on to improve.
“I just want to continue to see
those guys continue to play hard
and finish blocks and get better
and get comfortable with the
scheme, get comfortable playing
beside each other,” Luke said.
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Robert Nkemdiche looks to build off Memphis game
DYLAN RUBINO

thedmsports@gmail.com

As a former number one
recruit in the country, sophomore defensive lineman Robert Nkemdiche came to Ole
Miss to play in games like this.
As third ranked Alabama
comes to Oxford on Saturday,
Nkemdiche expressed his excitement for the moment.
“It’s just fun to be in this
kind of environment,” Nkemdiche said. “To be on this pedestal and to have this chance
to play in such a big game
is fun. We have to come out
there and approach it like any
other game. Treat it like we do
in practice and treat it like we
played Memphis. Everybody
has to do their job and do their
assignment.”
The game against Memphis
last Saturday was a defensive
display for the ages. Nkemdiche and the Landshark defense
held the Memphis offense to
104 total yards, forcing the Tigers to 3 for 16 on third down
conversions. A defensive display like last Saturday can create a lot of momentum going
into arguably the biggest game
of the season. If the defense
continues to play like they did
against Memphis, Nkemdiche
thinks the possibilities are
endless.
“It’s something we discuss
every day as a defense,” Nkemdiche said. “Coach (Dave)
Wommack mentioned that our
performance against Memphis
is something we are capable
of. We have the talent and the
right players on this team on
defense to have success like
that.”
The anticipation for the Alabama game has been building
ever since the season started.
The momentum really started to pick up the week of the
Memphis game. Nkemdiche

knew the hype would come,
but he and his team had the
right preparation to stay focused on the task at hand.
“We’ve been very patient,”
Nkemdiche said. “We’ve been
really focused this week in
practice and doing it every
day. We had to stay focused. If
we come out and execute the
right way, we’ll be there.”
Alabama has one of the most
balanced and potent offenses
in the country. The Crimson
Tide can beat you through the
air and on the ground. Nkemdiche has high praise for the
offense and looks forward to
the challenge.
“I have to give it to Blake
Sims and Amari Cooper. Right
now, when I watch them,
they’ve been doing really well
together and have had great
chemistry,” Nkemdiche said.
“Amari Cooper has been having a great year, and, of course,
Sims has been good. We just
have to do our jobs and take it
from there.”
The matchup last season did
not turn out well for the Rebels.
Ole Miss went into Tuscaloosa
with an undefeated record on
the line against the number
one team in the country and
came out with a 25-0 loss. The
defense held Alabama to only
nine points in the first half but
lapsed in the second half and
surrendered 16 points.
Nkemdiche reflected on the
game last season and said this
time will be different.
“Last year, we had so many
busts and mistakes. It was my
first year playing, and I was
still getting used to things,”
Nkemdiche said. “They’re (Alabama) facing a whole different Ole Miss team. We have
the confidence and a whole
different mindset of who we
are. They’re facing a team with
a chip on their shoulder and
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Defensive tackle Robert Nkemdiche deflects a pass by Boise State quarterback Grant Hedrick earlier this season.
playing sound football.”
Nkemdiche mentioned that
this season is different from
last season because people
expect this year’s team to be
great and because he and his
2013 recruiting class envisioned this moment for a long
time, and it is finally coming

true.
With
ESPN’s
College
GameDay coming to Oxford
for the first time ever, the atmosphere of the game will be
unlike any other. Plus Alabama fans will travel well to
watch the Tide.
Nkemdiche is embracing the

hyped environment.
“It’s going to be wild, man,”
Nkemdiche said with enthusiasm. “Ole Miss has a great fan
base. It’s one of the reasons
why I came here. Rebel Nation
is going to be rocking. We’re
going to be locked in and ready
to go. I just can’t wait.”
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Biggest game of career looms for senior Shackelford
CODY THOMASON

csthoma1@go.olemiss.edu

Senior linebacker Deterrian
Shackelford has been at Ole
Miss longer than any other
player on the team. During his
time at Ole Miss, he’s played
on a Cotton Bowl winning team
as well as a team that won only
two games the whole season.
He’s seen entire seasons lost
to injury and has been the recipient of the Chucky Mullins
Courage award twice — the
first player in history to do so.
Shackelford is pleased with
his performance so far this season as he led the team in tackles last week against Memphis.
“I feel like I’ve done pretty
good,” Shackelford said. “I feel
like there’s some things I can
still work on, but it’s certainly a
blessing to be from where I was
— as far as being injured and
not being able to know if I was
going to ever play this game
again — to now be in a position
to lead the team in tackles. It’s
certainly a blessing to be able
to play this game again.”
Shackelford is optimistic
about his health.
“Physically I feel good. I
think I feel about as good as
a sixth year senior can feel,”

Shackelford said. “I spend my
Mondays a lot in the training
room now. My freshman and
sophomore year, I’d never really got in the hot tub or cold
tub. Now, I feel like I need to
put one in my house. But my
body feels good. Our training
room, they do a really good
job.”
Shackelford felt last week’s
game is encouraging heading into Saturday’s matchup
against Alabama, especially with how the run defense
played.
“I do think that was very
important for us to shore up
the run and do some things
we knew we were capable of
doing, so I do think that was
very important,” Shackelford
said. “We did look like we flew
around to the ball, so I was
very excited about that. But
of course, you can’t live off of
last week. We have to keep on
proving ourselves.”
Shackelford also pointed out
how talented Alabama is currently.
“It’s no secret that Alabama
is a very good team,” Shackelford said. “We know we have
to come out and bring our best
game.”
Shackelford noted what the

Deterrian Shackelford celebrates after scoring a touchdown in the game against Memphis last week.
defense would need to work
on to perform well against the
Crimson Tide is trusting in
each other.
“Being more patient, trusting the scheme, trusting the
defense,” Shackelford said. “I
feel like once you do that and
play within the scheme of a de-

fense, it works.”
Shackelford was a bit overwhelmed by the amount of
people who asked for tickets to
the game but was excited with
how big the game was.
“Everybody wants to be at
this game. I’ve been here some
years where no one really asks
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me ‘Do you have tickets to this
game?’ Now, that’s different,”
Shackelford said. “We’re at a
point where we’re relevant,
but we want to continue on
that street. We know it’s going
to take hard work and dedication in the way that we prepare
from week to week.”
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